
ELEVATING DATA CENTRE EXPECTATIONS WITH SERVERCHOICE

INDUSTRY
Maritime heavy engineering

LOCATIONS
HQ: UK

Offices: Global operations 
include UK, Europe, Dubai, 
Taiwan, Japan and more

SUMMARY
Seajacks’ fleet of the  
world’s most advanced  
self-propelled jack-up 
vessels provide safe and 
efficient offshore oil, gas 
and wind solutions across 
the globe. Seajacks has 
completed over 500 wind 
turbine installations and has 
brought a new dimension 
to the construction, 
maintenance and 
decommissioning of  
off-shore platforms.

With their incumbent data centre provider unexpectedly 
entering administration, Seajacks had extremely 
limited time to identify a new supplier and migrate their 
business-critical infrastructure that supports their 
global fleet of off-shore vessels.

The challenge for Seajacks was to research, shortlist, 
select and on-board with a data centre operator that could 
work flexibly to accommodate their varied requirements. 
The short 3-month timeframe and hard deadline meant 
their new provider would also have to offer thorough support 
at every step of the way. In addition to securely hosting their 
primary operations in a rock-solid data centre, Seajacks 
needed commercially critical connectivity links between their 
UK HQ in Norfolk and all satellite offices and vessels.

CLIENT CHALLENGES
ServerChoice were able to react quickly and work flexibly to 
meet all of Seajacks’ technical and operational needs, keeping 
well within the tight deadline. Seajacks IT Co-Ordinator, 
Daniel Bird, outlines his ServerChoice experience.

THE SERVERCHOICE EXPERIENCE

“In the first instance we explored a number 
of different configuration options with 
ServerChoice. They helpfully quoted all 
these across 3 to 5 years to provide us a 
range of price options.”

TAILORED COST PACKAGE

“Adam has been our contact from our  
initial sales call. He’s been there from 
the site tour through to on-boarding, 
and it’s him we contact on the rare 
occasions we have a question.”

RESPONSIVE SERVICE

SMART THINKING. DELIVERED.

CASE STUDY

“We needed somewhere, with good road 
connections, low risk-profile, that we 
could pop-out to on a Friday afternoon. 
ServerChoice provided a top-tier, secure 
data centre in just the right location.”

ACCESSIBILITY

MOTABILITY THRIVES UNDER NEW SECURE LOCATION WITH SERVERCHOICE

CLIENT REQUIREMENTS

Motability’s core activity is to award grants to disabled 

people, enabling them to access the car or adaptations 

they need on the Motability Scheme. For some people, 

having access to a safe and reliable vehicle can mean 

the difference between being able to go out or being 

stuck inside their own home. Given the difference this 

work can make to someone’s life and personal mobility, 

it is crucial that Motability can quickly get back to 

helping their beneficiaries in the event of an IT disaster.

For its data and computing requirements, Motability 

had previously contracted a workplace recovery site 

from their colocation provider in Hemel Hempstead, 

Hertfordshire, just north of London. In the wake 

of the 2020 pandemic, more staff began to work 

remotely and businesses chose to consolidate their 

IT requirements to save on cost. In response to these 

changes, Motability’s provider decided to close its  

small colocation facility, giving notice to its customers.

Motability needed to move their rack of critical IT 

equipment into a secure hosting location that was 

situated within reach of its UK headquarters. Power, 

security, cost and technical expertise were also crucial 

factors in the decision making.

Motability is a registered 
charity with the vision that 
no disabled person should be 
disadvantaged due to poor 
access to transportation. To 
achieve this Motability oversees 
the Motability Scheme, setting 
its strategic policies and 
direction, uses charitable funds 
to support beneficiaries, and is 
increasing grant-making beyond 
the Scheme and investing in 
innovation activities to meet the 
evolving transportation needs of 
disabled people. 

Operating from its sole office in 
Harlow, Motability committed 
over £71 million in direct grant 
funding to support over 25,000 
disabled people in 2019 and 2020.

INDUSTRY

LOCATIONS

SUMMARY

Charity

Harlow, Essex, UK “We had to work quickly to not just find a  
new provider, but find a provider who both met  
our exacting needs and could work within our  
tight timeframe.”

CASE STUDY

“I officially learnt about the closure of our colo provider 

in March, and we were only given until June to move our 

equipment” said Dean Robinson, Head of Information 

Technology at Motability.

SMART THINKING. DELIVERED.
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Motability approached a colocation industry broker to help in their search for 

a new colocation provider, who quickly recommended ServerChoice thanks to 

its solid reputation for security and resilience, combined with convenient data 

centre locations in Stevenage and Harlow. Motability selected ServerChoice’s 

Stevenage Data Centre as it was in easy reach of Motability’s head offices, but 

crucially was far enough away to provide operational resilience in a disaster 

recovery scenario. 

Other providers were considered by Motability, with sites offered as far away 

as Nottingham in the East Midlands and London’s Docklands. All of which, 

however, were not suitable owing to inconvenient locations, insufficient 

specifications, or prohibitive cost.

“We wanted our server equipment to be in a secure location with strong 

physical security measures, remote monitoring and with security personnel,” 

said Dean. “I have experience of various data centre sites and know what 

‘good’ looks like, but as a charity, costs were also a key consideration.”

“I visited ServerChoice’s Stevenage facility and found it was the ideal travelling 

distance from our Harlow HQ, creating the perfect disaster recovery location,” 

Dean continued. 

“As one of the UK’s leading transportation charities for the disabled, we deal 

with sensitive customer information daily, and must comply with stringent 

data protection requirements. With the secure infrastructure and operational 

practices offered by ServerChoice, we are confident we have a partner who can 

help us meet this strict criterion.”

THE DEPLOYMENT

Motability used ServerChoice’s free FlexMove® service to transport its 

equipment to the Stevenage data centre. “The FlexMove® service was excellent 

and ensured all of the equipment arrived in time and worked seamlessly from 

deployment,” said Dean. “FlexMove® made it not only easy for us, but time and 

cost efficient too.”

“There were no negative aspects during the move or the installation process,” 

he continued. “ServerChoice worked quickly to ensure our applications were 

online as soon as possible. As such, we hit our deadline, and the transition from 

our previous colocation provider to ServerChoice was exceptionally smooth.”

CASE STUDY

“FlexMove® made it not only easy for us, but time and cost 
efficient too.”

SELECTING SERVERCHOICE

“Importantly, I was impressed by the site, which contained all 
of the right power, resilience and security requirements, and its 
people were warm, welcoming and appeared easy to work with.”

SMART THINKING. DELIVERED.
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BOOK YOUR TOUR 
OF A WORLD-CLASS 
DATA CENTRE 

Talk to ServerChoice today 
about your data centre 
challenges and book a tour 
of our world-class facilities. 

Find out more at: 
 

enquiries@serverchoice.com 

www.serverchoice.com 
 

01438 532 300

CASE STUDY

Motability is ultimately pleased with the resilient 

infrastructure, security and cost-effective services 

provided by ServerChoice. 

“As a charity we have to be very careful in how we  

spend our money, and I would recommend ServerChoice  

to any organisation of our size and type,” said Dean. 

“Disaster recovery is a cost that you’ll hopefully never  

have to benefit from, but it’s crucial that you have 

provisions in place.”

RESULTS

“Working with ServerChoice has been very 
successful for us, and cost-effective.”

Motability also make use of the remote testing systems 

provided by ServerChoice to monitor their systems 

remotely. “My staff are also complimentary of the facilities 

at the ServerChoice site” says Dean. “It’s a great space to 

work in when we’re on-site, and ServerChoice’s remote 

hands team are very helpful too.”

CUSTOMER RESULTS

•    A smooth transfer of equipment within a  

tight deadline 

•  Cost-effective colocation 

•   Secure and ideal location with remote 

monitoring of equipment 

•   Flexible connectivity with high power resiliency 

•   Remote Hands and diagnostic services from 

ServerChoice 

•  Efficient installation process

SMART THINKING. DELIVERED.


